Abstract. Hyperlink recommendation overcomes the problem of quick and easy access to information in web systems. A method that integrates web usage and content mining was proposed and examined in this paper. Potentially interesting documents are prompted to the user on the basis of usage patterns and conceptual spaces matched against the active user session. Automatic term selections and web usage distinction according to the time of visit were introduced to enhance method effectiveness.
Introduction
Since WWW is more and more competitive, the creation of well-designed web site is not sufficient to attract users. Therefore personalization is more and more meaningful. One of the personalization techniques is hyperlink recommendation often utilizing information about navigation activity and site content. This information is not known explicitly and should be obtained using web mining techniques, which may be divided into two groups: web usage mining (analyses of data related to users' activity, e.g. navigation patterns [4, 6] ) and content mining (processing of documents' content [1, 2, 8] ). We propose a hyperlink recommendation method based on the integration of both these approaches.
Method Overview
Our method improves and extends works from [5] . In respect of content mining we introduced the original method of term selection for clustering and the new conception of document weight calculation. In web usage mining, the time factor was added. Additionally, the new integration algorithm was presented.
The whole process ( Fig. 1 ) can be divided into two independent tasks. The former extracts text features -terms from site documents in order to discover thematic areas from the site content -conceptual spaces. The latter is based on recognition of typical navigation patterns.
Each technique uses N -dimensional vectors, N = card(D) and D is the set of all documents (site pages). Each vector refers to one term in the content mining issue and to one user session in the web usage mining and its coordinates correspond to particular documents in both cases. The first step of term clustering is the text feature extraction. As documents are very often generated dynamically, it is recommendable to use a crawler. Normally, the term frequency is calculated for each indexed document. We propose to use other text features (such as HTML title, keywords, etc.) and the search engine queries. Many extracted terms are poor descriptors, thus we suggest selecting only the terms t i for which clustering usefulness function f cu (t i ) value is the highest:
where: n ti -the number of documents from D in which term t i occurs, k The set of N -dimensional vectors can be clustered to discover groups of terms that are close to each other. These terms describe conceptual spaces existing within the web site. Once we have clusters we can calculate essences of the conceptual spaces -vectors c c called centroids:
where: c c i -centroid of the i th cluster; c t ij -j th term vector belonging to the i th cluster; m i -number of terms in the i th cluster, max i -the maximal value of coordinate from the i th cluster used for normalization.
Usage Mining -Historical Session and Active Session Processing
The first step of usage mining is acquisition of HTTP requests and creation of user's sessions. A user session, in this context, is a series of pages requested by the user during one visit. Since web server logs do not provide any easy method to group these requests into sessions, each request coming to the web server should be captured and assigned to a particular session using a unique identifier passed to a client's browser (i.e. by means of cookies [3] ). Many users visit only few pages and abandon the site. Such insignificant sessions should not be used in recommendation. Thus, we omit all session in which less than n s documents where visited. In the implementation n s = 4 has been assumed. The next step is to form N -dimensional session vectors s i = w 
Document Ranking and Link Recommendation
The described process results in: the set of content centroids c c i , the set of historical session centroids s c i and the active session vector a. Normalized cosine vector similarity formula [7] is used in order to find the centroid c The vector rank is multiplied by the modified active session vector to not recommend the documents that have been just seen:
For link recommendation first n r document corresponding to the vector rank coordinates with the highest value are selected. The coordinate adequate to active document has the value of 0 (w a = 1). Link to this document will not be suggested.
Conclusions and Future Works
As the set of extracted terms contains weak descriptors, an automatic selection of the terms for clustering was proposed. The time factor was introduced in order to weaken the influence of old user sessions (usage patterns) and to strengthen last visited pages (active session).
The method implementation (within the project ROSA -Remote Object Site Agent) -reveal some interesting facts. Firstly, the documents that contain a lot of relevant terms tend to appear in many content clusters on the highest position. Secondly, the documents that occur in many historical sessions appear in the almost all clusters with strong weights. The problem can be solved by setting to 0 all session vector coordinates corresponding to the documents that occur at least in n user sessions (n is about 80 %).
The future work will concentrate on introducing a special mechanism that will promote new site documents (for example by increasing new documents' weights in c c centroids). Typical usage patterns and thematic conceptual spaces can be also used to propose the user advertising banners or special product offers.
